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1 EEG stands for electroencephalogram.
a b s t r a c t

An appropriate preprocessing of EEG signals is crucial to get high classification accuracy for
Brain–Computer Interfaces (BCI). The raw EEG data are continuous signals in the time-
domain that can be transformed by means of filters. Among them, spatial filters and select-
ing the most appropriate frequency-bands in the frequency domain are known to improve
classification accuracy. However, because of the high variability among users, the filters
must be properly adjusted to every user’s data before competitive results can be obtained.
In this paper we propose to use the Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy
(CMA-ES) for automatically tuning the filters. Spatial and frequency-selection filters are
evolved to minimize both classification error and the number of frequency bands used. This
evolutionary approach to filter optimization has been tested on data for different users
from the BCI-III competition. The evolved filters provide higher accuracy than approaches
used in the competition. Results are also consistent across different runs of CMA-ES.
1. Introduction

The aim of EEG-based1 Brain–Computer Interfaces (BCI) is to detect patterns on user EEG signals in order to control a
computer or an external device [5,22,10,18]. As an example, patterns corresponding to motor imagery (the user imagines that
one of his body parts is moving), object rotation imagery, or thinking of words, can be recognized in the EEG signal. The high
variability of EEG patterns among different subjects makes machine learning classification techniques the tool of choice. Thus,
user-dependent classifiers can be trained from user-generated data by means of supervised machine learning techniques [7].
The classifier can then be used to detect patterns on real-time EEG data.

A large variety of classification algorithms have been tested in BCI research. [25] is an early work where linear and non-
linear classifiers are discussed. A complete and recent survey on machine learning techniques for BCIs can be found in [20]. It
surveys a large variety of classification techniques, including linear discriminant analysis, support vector machines, neural
networks, bayesian classifiers, nearest neighbor classifiers, and ensembles of classifiers. From a more applied point of view,
[26] discusses recent machine learning classification and pre-processing techniques for an actual BCI system. Finally, some
advanced techniques such as Fuzzy systems [29,23], Gaussian Processes [35], Temporal Models [17], Dynamical Bayesian
Networks [34], or Hidden Markov Models [31] are also becoming techniques of interest for BCI’s and EEG analysis.

In the context of classification of EEG signals, an important issue for the success of the classifier is to determine the
relevant input information. EEG signals are basically time-series that are captured from electrodes. The use of all the instants
of the time-series prevents the learning of the classifier for several reasons. First, the number of attributes for classification
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would be too large because they would include all the instants of the time-series. It is known that if the relation between the
number of training instances and the number of attributes in the data set is too low, the resulting classifier might overfit the
training data [3]. Thus, in the machine learning context, learning the appropriate patterns or avoiding overfitting may be-
come difficult. In addition, it is known that patterns are best detected on the frequency-domain rather than in the time-do-
main of the original raw data. Therefore, an appropriate preprocessing of the raw signal is acknowledged to be very
important in order to get high classification accuracy.

Three kinds of transformations are commonly used [7]: spatial filters, the Fourier Transform (to convert to the frequency
domain), and band-pass filters. Spatial filters are useful because the signal detected at one electrode can come from different
parts of the brain. Such filters can generate a more localized signal for every electrode. A very simple spatial filter is the
Laplacian filter which subtracts the average signal of surrounding electrodes from each electrode, thus sharpening the signal
generated just below it. Some other kinds of spatial filters, such as common average referencing, principal component anal-
ysis, etc. can also be represented by linear transformations on the original data [7]. The signal must be also transformed to
the frequency domain by using, for instance, the Fast Fourier Transform and Power Spectral Density (PSD). This can be
achieved by other related possibilities, such as Wavelet Transforms [30] and bispectrum [36]. Moreover, it is known that
the patterns of interest are located in particular frequency bands. As an example, motor imagery is accompanied by in-
crease/decrease of amplitude in the frequency band from 8 Hz to 15 Hz and can be easily observed in the frequency-domain
signal (this phenomena is called event-related desynchronization (ERD) and event-related synchronization (ERS) [28]).
Therefore, it is important to use the most relevant attributes from all the available frequency-bands, bearing in mind that
different users will display ERD/ERS phenomena on slightly different bands. Frequency-selection filters are used in this paper
for that purpose.

Filters can be adjusted by hand, following a process of trial and error. This requires some experience on building and
adjusting filters that at the end, may turn out not to be optimal. There are also approaches to compute filters automatically.
Most work have been carried out on computing spatial filters by common spatial patterns (CSP) [9,7]. This approach allows
to determine data projections, represented by linear transformations, that maximize the variance of signals of one class and
minimize the variance of signals of the other class. There are some extensions to CSP that allow to also learn band-pass (or
spectral) filters [19,6,33,2]. Maximizing the variance of one class while minimizing that of the other clearly increases the dis-
criminability of the two classes, so it is expected that most classifiers will obtain high accuracies on the filtered data. But CSP
and its variants do not directly optimize the accuracy of the classifier on the data.

In this paper, we propose to optimize simultaneously both spatial and frequency selection filters by means of the Covari-
ance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES) [27,15]. Therefore, given a classifier, our approach tries to find the opti-
mal spatial and frequency-selection filters that maximize directly the accuracy of the classifier. CMA-ES is able to optimize
functions without making strong assumptions about them and therefore is specially appropriate for noisy problems such as
BCI classification. CMA-ES has several other advantages. For instance, the algorithm does not require to perform extensive
parameter setting. Although there are many parameters involved, the designers of the algorithm provide standard values
that have been shown to work in many different contexts. Other important parameters, such as the mutation step-size,
are self-adapted by the algorithm as the optimization progresses. In this work a brief description is made, but more details
about CMA-ES can be found in [15] and an in-depth tutorial in [16].

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 expands on the key concepts of BCIs. Section 3 includes a description of
CMA-ES. Section 4 describes how spatial and frequency-selection filters can be used to preprocess raw EEG data and to gen-
erate a set of training instances. Section 5 describes how filters are evolved by CMA-ES. The approach is empirically tested in
Section 6. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the conclusions of this work.
2. Architecture of brain–computer interfaces

A BCI is a device designed to translate certain kinds of thoughts into actions. Their main aim is to restore motor function
for disabled patients, suffering for instance from amyotrophic lateral sclerosis or the locked-in syndrome [18]. BCI’s can be
either invasive or non-invasive. The focus of this paper is non-invasive BCI’s, where electrodes are attached on the scalp in
various locations through which EEG activity is recorded.

In a typical BCI setting, subjects are required to perform specific mental tasks while their EEG is being recorded. The EEG
signal is amplified and sent to the computer where it can be analyzed by algorithms. Depending on the kind of BCI,
different features can be detected on the EEG signal and transformed into actions (such as moving a cursor on the screen
or controlling a wheelchair). These features can be either voluntarily generated by the user (such as slow cortical potentials
or sensorimotor rhythms) or elicited by visual or auditory stimulation (event-related potentials or steady-state evoked
potentials).

The data used in this paper involves mainly sensorimotor rhythms (SMR), so they will be explained in more detail. SMR
can be detected on the somatosensory cortex as changes in frequency amplitude in the range [8–11] Hz (and also around
20 Hz and 40 Hz). Users can control SMRs by voluntarily blocking or desynchronizing them (i.e. the signal amplitude de-
creases at those frequencies). Desynchronization occurs with movement or preparation for movement, and also with motor
imagery (imagination of movements). Synchronization (increase in amplitude) returns with relaxation or after the (imagi-
nation of the) movement. Of particular interest for BCI’s is the modulation of SMRs with motor imagery because it can be
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used with patients who cannot move any of their body parts. Just the imagination of the movement of the left or the right
hand is enough to desynchronize a particular region of the somatosensory cortex. Motor imagery of different body parts
desynchronize different regions of the somatosensory cortex. However, different users have different (de)synchronization
patterns so a way of building SMR-based BCI’s is to adapt the detection of synchronization/desynchronization EEG features
for each user. This can be achieved by means of supervised machine learning classification algorithms.

The architecture of a SMR machine learning-based BCI can be seen in Fig. 1. The EEG is recorded from the electrodes, then
the signal is preprocessed using different kind of filters, then classified, and finally used to control the computer or some
other device such as a wheelchair.

The learning of the classifier and the adjustment of the filters is carried out off-line. The user goes through an acquisition
session where EEG data is recorded while the user is instructed to perform certain mental tasks (or achieve certain states). In
SMR-based BCIs these are usually related to motor imagery. The acquisition session is usually divided into periods or epochs,
each one devoted to a different mental task, such as the imagination of the movement of the left hand, of the right hand, of
the feet, etc. At the end of the session, EEG data is available for every mental task. Once the data has been acquired, a pre-
processing mechanism is used to filter the signals (transformation to the frequency domain, spatial filtering, etc.). Adjusting
filters is key for obtaining good classification rates. After that, machine learning classification algorithms can be used to build
the classifier that will be later available for on-line use.
3. The Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES)

The algorithm CMA-ES (Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy) was proposed by Hansen and Osterman
[14,15]. It is an evolution strategy for difficult optimization problems in continuous domains, characterized by the use of
a covariance matrix to guide the search process. In this Section, we will give a short overview of a (l,k) CMA-ES, where l
is the number of parents and k the number of offspring. The CMA tutorial could be consulted by the interested reader for
a complete description of the algorithm [16].

CMA-ES estimates a probability distribution from the best performing samples in order to guide the search towards
promising regions of the search space. In CMA-ES, the probability distribution to be estimated is a multivariate normal
N(m,d2 � C), where m is the mean and d2 � C is the covariance matrix, decomposed into matrix C and scalar step-size d. The
mean represents the current location of the search and it moves towards better locations as search progresses. The covari-
ance matrix controls mutations and is used to guide the search. In some sense, the covariance matrix ‘‘points’’ towards better
solutions and is estimated from past samples xi that performed well with respect to fitness function f. Let’s suppose that we
desire to minimize a fitness function f(x): Rp ? R, where p is the dimensionality of the problem, the basic steps of CMA-ES
algorithm are the following:

1. Initialize distribution parameters m, d, and C.
2. For generation (iteration) t = 0, 1, 2, . . .:

(a) Sample k points from N(m,d2 � C): xi N(m,d2 � C)
(b) Evaluate fitness f of x1, . . ., xk

(c) Update distribution parameters m, d, and C based on the best performers x1, . . ., xl

In CMA-ES algorithm the distribution parameters (m, d, and C) are updated every generation. Next, the mechanism to up-
date them is briefly described.
Signal amplification
and recording

Preprocessing
(FFT, spatial
filters, …)

Classification

Control

EEG

Fig. 1. Architecture of a BCI system.
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Let us now suppose that index i has been sorted according to fitness f and that the best l performers according to f are
selected. The updating of the mean m is given by the following equation (where the

P
wi ¼ 1 are weights chosen by the user).
m 
Xl
i¼1

wixi ð1Þ
CMA-ES updates the step-size d by taking into account the correlation of the best performing individuals xi during a num-
ber of generations. The sequence of successive xi is used to compute an evolution path, which is represented by a vector sd.
When the xi in the path are correlated – all xi are going in a similar direction – the same distance could be covered in fewer
but longer steps. Therefore, d should be increased. On the other hand, when the evolution path is anticorrelated – the xi go in
contrary directions and therefore cancel each other – the step-size d should be made smaller so that region of the search
space can be explored with a finer grain. In short, it is desirable that there are no correlations among samples along an evo-
lution path. For this reason, the updating method is based on the principle that the adaptation of the step-size should reduce
the difference between the distributions of the current evolution and an evolution path under random selection. The expres-
sion to update the step-size is given by
d d � exp b � ksdk
kE½Nð0; IÞ�k � 1
� �� �

ð2Þ
where b is a parameter that determines the step size variation between successive generations, kE[N(0,I)]k is the expectation
of the length of a N(0,I) distributed random vector in Rp, and ksdk is the length of the current evolutionary path. Thus, Eq. (2)
updates d by comparing the length of the current evolutionary path ksdk and the expected length of an evolutionary path
under random selection kE[N(0,I)]k.

Finally, the adaptation of the covariance matrix C is described. An evolution path sc is computed in a similar way to sd (see
[16]). Then, C is updated according to
C  ð1� ccovÞ � C þ a1 � CovðscÞ þ a2 � Covðxi¼1::lÞ ð3Þ
Eq. (3) shows that the old covariance matrix C is updated by adding two components: Cov(sc) and Cov(xi=1. . .l). The former
is related to the covariance due to the evolutionary path sc (i.e. the best steps xi found during the history of the search). The
latter is the covariance due to the best l samples xi in the current generation. The authors call them the Rank-1-update and
the Rank-l-update, respectively. The idea here is to take advantage both of the global evolution history (sc) and the infor-
mation provided by best individuals in the new generation. (1 � ccov) is a learning rate and measures the importance given
to the previous generation C, whereas a1 + a2 = ccov summarize a combination of parameters that weight Cov(sc) and
Cov(xi=1. . .l).

The matrix C is initialized to the identity matrix, and initial values of m and d are problem dependent and the authors
recommend to set them so that the optimum x is within a cube m ± 3 � d. It can be seen that CMA-ES has many parameters.
However, the authors provide some settings that are robust for many different problems, and usually they need not be chan-
ged [16]. The most important are b ¼ 1=p; c ¼ 1=

ffiffiffi
p
p

and ccov = 2/p2. The CMA-ES implementation also increases automati-
cally the population size if automatic restarts are allowed.

4. Preprocessing EEG signals

The aim of this paper is to automatically compute spatial and band-selection filters in order to improve the classification
rate of EEG signals. In this Section it will be explained in detail how EEG signals can be preprocessed (filtered) as a prelimin-
ary step for training machine learning classifiers.

As explained in Section 1, classification can be improved if new attributes in the frequency domain with high information
content can be generated from the original time series. In this paper, the preprocessing stage used is made of three steps:

1. Apply the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to the raw data to transformed signals from the time-domain to the frequency-
domain.

2. Apply a spatial filter to the frequency domain data. The spatial filter can be seen as a linear transform represented by a
matrix. In our case, this matrix will be called S.

3. Apply a frequency-band selection filter by which some of the frequency bands in the frequency domain representation of
the EEG signal are removed. This frequency selection filter will be referred to as B.

The effect of combining the spatial filter S and the frequency domain transform can be represented by Eq. (4), where ma-
trix M contains the time series for all the electrodes and FFT is the Fast Fourier Transform. FFT is a linear transform, and
therefore the same transformation can be expressed by the second term in Eq. (4). We will take advantage of this fact later
in order to improve the efficiency of the filter learning process. A preliminary version of the preprocessing without this
improvement can be found in [1].
FFTðM � SÞ ¼ FFTðMÞ � S ð4Þ
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Let us remember that our final goal is to learn automatically the filters (S and B), so that the classification of EEG signals is
optimal. Before that process is explained in Section 5, a more detailed explanation of how to carry out the FFT/S/B three pre-
processing steps is given.

Let c be the number of electrodes or channels and let f be the sampling frequency. An acquisition session is a session
where data is acquired from a subject wearing an EEG cap. If the acquisition session lasts for s seconds, then the temporal
series for the whole acquisition session contains f ⁄ s data points (time instants) for each of the c channels. Therefore, a ses-
sion can be represented as a (f ⁄ s) � c matrix, that will be named M.

As explained in Section 2, during on-line use, the output of the BCI is continuous: at each time instant, a chunk of signal is
preprocessed and sent to the classifier in order to generate an output. In this paper, the training instances are generated by a
process that mimics on-line use: every training instance is based on the previous signal chunk (the chunk size is the same
than during on-line use). In order to simulate the pass of time, a moving window of t time instants (i.e. the signal chunk size)
moves through M by steps of dt time instants. This process creates a sequence of submatrices of dimension t � c, M1, M2, . . .,
Mn, . . . extracted from M. Each one of the submatrices represents a signal chunk and will be used to generate one training
instance. Thus, M1 is extracted from M from 1 to t, M2 from 1 + dt to t + dt, M3 from 1 + 2dt to t + 2dt, and so on. In general,
submatrix Mn is computed as:
Mn ¼Mð1þ ðn� 1Þ � dt : t þ ðn� 1Þ � dt;1 : cÞ ð5Þ
for n = 1, 2, . . ., where t is the window size (the signal chunk size) and dt represents the jump between consecutive windows.
In fact, dt determines the amount of overlap between windows (the larger dt, the smaller the overlap). Notation (1:t,1:c)
means that the submatrix contains all time instants from 1 to t and all channels from 1 to c. Hence, for each session M a
set of submatrices Mn of dimension (t � c) are obtained.

Let us remember that the acquisition session was divided into periods, each one devoted to a mental task. This means
that, for instance, the first 4 s of signal could be related to left hand imagery, the 4 next seconds to right hand imagery,
and so on. In most of the cases, each Mn will fit completely within a period (a single mental task), but in some cases it might
belong to two different mental tasks simultaneously. Since the generation of training instances is off-line, we are free to se-
lect the most appropriate ones for training. Thus, in order to remove noise from the learning process, if Mn falls within a tran-
sition between mental tasks, it will be discarded.

So far, matrices Mn represent the signal chunks that will be used to generate each of the training instances. Now, each
signal chunk Mn has to be preprocessed. Let us remember that the first step is transforming to the frequency domain by
means of FFT. In fact, a Short Time Fast Fourier Transform is used, since FFT is applied to a finite length signal chunk Mn.
This is easily done by applying
M0
n ¼ FFTðMnÞ ð6Þ
Once the FFT is applied, rows of M0
n from 1 to t/2 represent the frequency band [0 � f/2] Hz (where f is the sampling fre-

quency and t is the window size), with a resolution of df = (f/t) Hz. The frequency bands contained in the matrix are [0 � df],
[df � 2 ⁄ df], etc. At this point, some of the frequency bands can already be discarded, because it is known that outside the [8–
32] Hz frequency band, there is no physiological information of interest for BCI’s. Therefore, only the rows from ceil (8/df) + 1
to ceil (32/df) + 1 will be selected, where ceil (x) rounds x to the nearest integers greater than or equal to x. In order to sim-
plify the notation, we will assume that M0

n already contains only the rows related to the [8–32] Hz frequency band. Thus, the
number of rows remaining in M0

n is t0 = ceil (8/df) � ceil (32/df) + 1.
Next, the spatial filter S can be applied. The spatial filters used in this work are linear transformations represented by

c � c0 matrices, denoted by S. The result of applying S is just the matrix product shown in
M00
n ¼ jM

0
n � Sj ð7Þ
The filtered matrix M00
n is a t0 � c0 matrix. If c0 = c, then M00

n has the same number of columns (i.e. the number of channels) as
the original matrix Mn. If c0 < c, then the number of channels of M00

n is reduced. In some sense, the spatial filter S transforms c
channels into c0 channels. The operator k in Eq. (7) computes the modulus of each one of the components of matrix M00

n. FFT
returns complex numbers, with phase and modulus. SMR phenomena can be easily detected by means of the amplitude, so
the phase will be ignored in this paper, but we will try to use the information contained in the phase in future research [7].

At this point, a training instance In could be constructed from M00
n. The attributes of In are just each of the t0 ⁄ c0 components

of M00
n. However, in most cases there would be too many attributes, some of them irrelevant, and it is well known that clas-

sification problems with many irrelevant attributes usually lead to overfitting. In this work, frequency-band selection filters
B are applied to select the most appropriate frequency-bands for every user. B is represented by a matrix with the same
dimensions as M00

n but containing only binary values (0 or 1). If component B(i, j) = 0 the M00
nði; jÞ component will be removed

from the set of attributes of instance In. Only those components of M00
nði; jÞ with B(i, j) = 1 will remain.

Eq. (8) summarizes how instance In is generated from signal chunk Mn by means of S and B. � represents the component-
wise selection of the components of M00

n by the corresponding elements of B and flatten is the flattening of the resulting ma-
trix (concatenating all of its components). Fig. 2 displays graphically the whole preprocessing procedure, from the original
time series Mn to the instances In used for training the classifier.
In ¼ flattenðjðFFTðMnÞ � SÞj � BÞ ð8Þ
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Fig. 2. Preprocessing procedure.
Training instances In could be used to build a classifier by means of any of the machine learning classification algorithms
(such as neural networks, support vector machines, etc.). However, it would be necessary to define first the components of
matrices B and S. This could be done by hand by means of trial and error. In this paper, we propose an automatic method for
computing both B and S so that high classification rates can be obtained. This will be explained in the next Section.
5. Evolution of spatial and frequency-selection filters

In this Section, it will be explained how the Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES) described in Sec-
tion 3 has been used to optimize simultaneously S and B for a classifier C. In the previous section, it was shown that the learn-
ing of a spatial filter is equivalent to constructing a c � c0 matrix S and the learning of the frequency-selection filter is
equivalent to constructing a t0 � c0 binary matrix B. In order to specify the problem to CMA-ES, both the representation of
the candidate solutions or chromosome (spatial and frequency-selection filters) and the function to be optimized (the fitness
function), must be described. Also, in this section a general description of the complete process is included.

5.1. The chromosome

The chromosome contains the elements to be optimized: the spatial filter S and the frequency-selection filter B, as it
shown in Fig. 3. The spatial filter is encoded in the first part of the chromosome as a sequence of real numbers that is decoded
as matrix S. The frequency-selection filter is contained in the second part of the chromosome and represents a sequence of
boolean values. It can be decoded as a matrix where each value determines if a particular frequency band is selected or not
for a particular channel.

Since CMA-ES evolves real numbers, the matrix B must be also encoded as real numbers. Hence a procedure to transform
real number to binary ones must be applied. A straightforward mapping would be, for instance, negative values mapped to 0
and positive values to 1. However, this solution was discarded because for large values it would be very difficult for the
mutation operator to move from positive to negative, or viceversa. The encoding that has been finally used first computes
the integer part and then maps odd numbers to 1 and even numbers 0. The idea is to interleave 1s and 0s (or equivalently
odd and even numbers), so that the mutation operator can flip easily between 1s and 0s.

5.2. The fitness function

In order to evaluate the quality of filters (B,S) encoded in a chromosome, a classifier C is built on the training data filtered
by S and B, as summarized in Eq. (8) and explained in Section 4. However, an important remark is that Eq. (8) has to be ap-
plied to evaluate every CMA-ES individual in every generation. The number of fitness evaluations in evolutionary methods is
usually high, hence any efficiency improvement is important. Eq. (8) shows that FFT(Mn) is independent of S and B. This
means that M0

n ¼ FFTðMnÞ can be precomputed before CMA-ES starts, and constructing the training instances by means of
Fig. 3. Structure of the chromosome.
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Eq. (9), where M0
n has been precomputed at the beginning of the run. This is in fact the reason why FFT is applied before S and

not the other way around (let us remember that, from Eq. (4), both ways are equivalent).
In ¼ flatten jM0
n � Sj � B

� �
ð9Þ
C is constructed from the training set made of instances In. In this case, C has been chosen to be the Fisher Discriminant
(FD), a well-known fast linear classifier [8]. In order to deal with multiclass problems, the one-versus-all approach has been
applied to FD. An Nc-class classification problem is transformed into Nc binary (2-class) problems where the goal is to sep-
arate class i from the rest. Thus, a Fisher Discriminant FDi is learned for each binary problem so that FDi(x) > 0 if instance x
belongs to class i and FDi(x) < 0 if x belongs to the rest of classes. Every FDi is a hyperplane represented by FDi(x) = wi ⁄ x + bi.
The one-versus-all approach works by classifying instance x according to
FDðxÞ ¼maxargiFDiðxÞ ¼maxargiðwi � xþ biÞ ð10Þ
The quality of a classifier can be measured as the accuracy rate (the percentage of instances correctly classified, a value
between 0% and 100%) or the classification error (1 minus the accuracy rate). Classification error could have been optimized
directly [1]. However, it is a discrete quantity. In this paper, in order to provide a continuous and more precise feedback, it
has been decided to optimize the mean squared error instead, defined in
MSEFD ¼
X

n

Xi¼Nc

i¼1

ðrðwi � In þ biÞ � yi;In
Þ2=N ð11Þ
where n is the number of instances, r is a sigmoid function between 0 and 1, r(x) = 1/(1 + e(�x)), and yi;In
is the desired output

for instance In and binary problem i ðyi;In
¼ 1 if the actual class of In is i and 0 otherwise). MSEFD is computed on the same

training data used to construct FD (the set of instances In).
In order to select the most relevant frequency-bands, the number of components set to 1 in matrix B is included in the

fitness function. This number has been normalized to [0,1] and is denoted by jBj. A parameter k is used to weight the impor-
tance of attribute minimization versus error minimization. Eq. (12) displays the fitness function to be minimized by CMA-ES.
fitnessðB; SÞ ¼MSEFD þ kjBj ð12Þ
where MSEFD is the MSE of the FD classifier applied on the training data transformed by Eq. (9) and k is the regularization
parameter.

As it has been mentioned before, in this work Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA a.k.a. the Fisher Discriminant or FD) has
been chosen as classifier. Other supervised classification techniques could have been used to train the classifier C: support
vector machines, neural networks, etc. Previous literature suggests to use linear methods, specially if data is scarce [24].
Additionally, as the fitness function is evaluated for every chromosome, its computation must be fast, and FD satisfies this
requirement. Although linear-kernel Support Vector Machines (SVM) usually achieve higher accuracy, it is much slower.
SVM can still be used at the end of the run, once the best (B,S) pair has been obtained. The rationale is that if a (B,S) pair
works well for FD, similar or better results could be obtained with a better linear classifier (SVM). Of course, this will be
tested experimentally.

5.3. The complete process

Obtaining the spatial and frequency-selection filters, involves the following process, that has been summarized graphi-
cally in Fig. 4.

1. Acquiring the raw EEG data (M) from a subject during an acquisition session.
2. Given the overlap parameter dt and given the size of the windows t, compute from M the submatrix Mn, for n = 1, 2, 3, . . .,

moving the temporal windows until M has been processed.
Fig. 4. Complete process for obtaining filters S, B, and the classifier.
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3. Transform the Mn time series from the time domain to the frequency domain by means of M0
n ¼ FFTðMnÞ. The M0

n matrices
are stored.

4. Now, the optimization algorithm CMA-ES can be started. For every fitness evaluation of each chromosome in the popu-
lation do:
(a) Apply the spatial and the frequency-band selection filters S and B codified in the chromosome to the stored data M0

n

according to Eq. (9).
(b) The set of training instances In obtained are used to build a classifier C by means of the Fisher Discriminant algorithm.
(c) The error of C on the training data is computed. That value and the number of frequencies selected (jBj) are used to

calculate the fitness value of the chromosome using Eq. (12).
5. Once CMA-ES stops, the best S and B are returned and are used to filter the training data and construct a final classifier by

means of a linear-kernel support vector machine.

6. Experimental validation

6.1. Data sets description

In this paper three datasets acquired in the IDIAP Research Institute will be used [21]. They have been previously tested in
the 2005 BCI-III competition.2 Each dataset contains data from a different subject during 4 non-feedback sessions. 32 electrodes
were located on the subjects’s scalp. There are 3 mental tasks, so this is a three-class classification problem:

� Imagination of repetitive self-paced left hand movements.
� Imagination of repetitive self-paced right hand movements.
� Generation of words beginning with the same random letter.

All four sessions of a given subject were acquired on the same day, each lasting 4 min with 5–10 min breaks in between
them. The subject performed a given task for about 15 s and then switched randomly to another task at the operator’s re-
quest. EEG data is not splitted in trials since the subjects are continuously performing any of the mental tasks. Data was pro-
vided by the competition organizers in two ways: raw EEG signals with 32 electrodes, and data with precomputed features
with 8 selected electrodes. In this paper, we use both versions of the datasets: our method to evolve filters is applied on the
former while the latter is used for comparison purposes.

The dataset with precomputed features provided by the competition organizers had been obtained by the following pro-
cedure. First, the raw EEG potentials were spatially filtered by means of a manually tuned surface Laplacian. Then, 16 times
per second the power spectral density (PSD) in the band [8–32] Hz was estimated over the last second of data with a fre-
quency resolution of 2 Hz. Additionally, physiological knowledge was used to select 8 centro-parietal channels (C3, Cz,
C4, CP1, CP2, P3, Pz, and P4) out of the 32 original electrodes. As a result, an EEG sample is a 96-dimensional vector (8 chan-
nels times 12 frequency components).
6.2. Experimental setting

As explained before, there are 4 sessions for each one of the three subjects. The three first sessions were available for
training, while the last one was used for testing the classifiers designed by the participants of the competition. The following
parameters have been set to the values suggested by the provider of the data [21]:

� Sampling frequency f = 512 Hz.
� 1 s of data is used to construct every training instance, therefore the size of temporal windows is t = 512.
� Training instances are sampled 16 times per second, therefore dt ¼ 512

16 ¼ 32.
� The number of electrodes is c = 32.

Similarly to the competition precomputed features datasets, frequency bands outside the [8–32] Hz range have been re-
moved because they contain no relevant information for our work. Also, the frequency-band width considered by the fre-
quency-selection filter B has been set to 2 Hz, as in the competition. This means, that the frequency-bands are [8–10] Hz,
[10–12] Hz, . . ., [28–30] Hz, [30–32] Hz. Therefore, B is made of 12 binary values for each channel. Our spatial filter S is a
(c � c0) matrix: it transforms c channels into c0 channels. It is known that imagination of left (right) hand movements is re-
lated to a certain part of the right (left) hemisphere [7]. If we had only these two classes, it would be reasonable to set c0 = 2.
The general idea is to set c’ to the number of classes. In our problem there is a third class (imagination of random words),
therefore we have also tested c0 = 3.

The value of the k regularization parameter must also be fixed establishing a tradeoff between the two objectives in Eq.
(12): the accuracy of the classifier and the number of frequency bands selected. Large values of k imply a strong reduction of
2 http://www.bbci.de/competition/iii/results/index.html#martigny.
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Table 1
Median and interquartile ranges over 10 runs of filters (B,S) evolved by CMA-ES of the number of frequency-bands selected, and the
testing accuracy (percent) by FD and SVM for session 4. Also shown, the average and standard deviation of the number of iterations.

Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3

Frequency-bands selected 4.0 (0.0) 2.0 (1.0) 5.0 (0.75)
Test accuracy (FD) 75.13 (0.63) 71.34 (0.74) 58.77 (1.25)
Test accuracy (SVM) 78.14 (0.57) 71.33 (0.71) 59.07 (1.50)
Generations 304.7 ± 71.23 580.0 ± 122.4 492.1 ± 154.7
the number of frequency bands at the beginning of the run. This means that CMA-ES can improve the fitness by drastically
reducing the number of attributes during the first iterations, but sometimes this is achieved by removing some relevant fre-
quency-bands, and therefore removing the possibility of reducing the classification error later in the run. Hence, k should be
small.

The final values of c0 and k were decided by following the above general guidelines and running some preliminary exper-
iments with c0 = 2, c0 = 3, and k from 0.05 to 0.25. Sessions 1 and 2 were used for training and session 3 for testing, so that the
final testing set (session 4) is not used at all for parameter tuning. According to these experiments c0 = 2 and c0 = 3 give sim-
ilar results. Therefore c0 = 2 was chosen in order to facilitate the search, because the length of the chromosome and the search
space are smaller. Also, k = 0.1 provided a good tradeoff between accuracy and reduction in the number of attributes.

In this work, the MATLAB CMA-ES version 3.23.beta has been used. It can be found in http://www.lri.fr/hansen/
cmaes_inmatlab.html#matlab. With respect to CMA-ES parameters, the authors provide settings that are robust for many
different problems and these default values have been left unchanged. The only explicit parameters of CMA-ES are the initial
search point and the initial standard deviation. The initial standard deviation has been set to 1. The initial search point con-
tains a frequency-band selection filter with all frequency-bands selected, and a spatial filter initialized with uniform random
values between �1 and +1.

In order to avoid overfitting, a stopping criterion that uses a validation set has been imposed on CMA-ES for all datasets.
The validation set is obtained by mixing and randomizing processed patterns obtained from sessions 1, 2, and 3. 80% of data is
selected for building the classifier and to compute the fitness function. The remaining 20% of data is used as the validation set-
based stopping criterion. The classification error on the validation set is measured at each iteration and evolution is stopped
when the validation error becomes almost stable (more specifically, when it changes less than 0.5% for 30 iterations).

6.3. Experimental results

For each subject, ten experiments have been carried out varying the random seed in the CMA-ES algorithm. Table 1 dis-
plays the median/interquartile ranges of the number of frequency-bands selected by the best B filter, the FD classification
rate for the test data (session 4) for each subject, and the test classification rate obtained by a linear SVM.3 All samples were
tested for normality by means of the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, but the normality hypothesis had to be rejected at a = 5%.
Therefore, results are reported in terms of median and interquartile range. The average/standard deviation of the number of
generations is also reported in Table 1. In order to visualize the spread of the distributions, the three figures in Table 2 displays
the FD and SVM boxplots for subjects 1, 2, and 3, respectively (for session 4).

The SVM implementation used solves multi-class problems by means of pairwise classification. SVM are generally better
than FD because they return the maximal margin hyperplane which shows very good generalization capabilities. SVM has
not been used for fitness computation during the evolutionary process because of its high computational cost, being FD
much faster. But linear SVM can be used once the best (B,S) pair has been found by CMA-ES, with the aim of improving re-
sults further.

According to a non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test, differences between FD and SVM in Table 1 are statistically sig-
nificant only for subject 1. For the rest of subjects, FD and SVM perform similarly. It is also noticeable that accuracy test results
are highly consistent across runs: the interquartile ranges are smaller than 1% for subjects 1 and 2 and 2% for subject 3.

Table 1 also shows that different subjects require different number of frequency-bands: subject 2 requires the least med-
ian number of frequency bands (2.0) and Subject 3 needs the highest number (5.0). As we analyze in the next paragraph, it
seems that the evolutionary algorithm is able to find the relevant frequency bands for each subject.

Table 3 displays the set of attributes selected for every channel in each of the 10 runs. In order to simplify the notation,
numbers will be used to refer to the following bands: 1: [8–10] Hz, 2: [10–12] Hz, 3: [12–14] Hz, 4: [14–16] Hz, 6: [18–
20] Hz, 7: [20–22] Hz. First, it can be seen that the frequency bands selected are consistent with known physiological infor-
mation: SMR-based BCIs use information around the 11 Hz frequency band (and also around 20 Hz and 40 Hz). Frequency
bands 1, 2, and 3 have been very often selected by our system for all three subjects. But it has to be remarked that the specific
frequency bands also depend on the subject. For instance, band 2 is important for subjects 1 and 2, but not so much for sub-
ject 3, where bands 3 and 4 predominate. The method is able to select the most relevant frequency bands for every subject.

Second, it can be seen that there is a strong consistency in the frequency bands selected within subjects across runs. For
subject 1, the frequency bands selected are 2 for the first channel and 1, 2, and 7 for the second channel. This happens in 8
3 Weka’s SMO implementation has been used [12].
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Table 2
Boxplots for FD (1) and SVM (2) for subjects 1, 2, and 3 (for session 4).

Table 3
Frequency bands Selected. The numbers refer to the following bands: 1: [8–10] Hz, 2: [10–12] Hz, 3: [12–14] Hz, 4: [14–16] Hz, 6: [18–20] Hz, 7: [20–22] Hz.

Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3

Channel 1 Channel 2 Channel 1 Channel 2 Channel 1 Channel 2

Run 1 2 2, 3, 7 2 2, 7 1, 3, 4 3, 4
Run 2 2 2, 3, 7 2 2 1, 3 3, 4, 6
Run 3 2 2, 3, 7 2 2 1, 3 3, 4
Run 4 1, 2, 7 3 2 2 3, 4 1, 3, 4
Run 5 2 2, 3, 7 2 2 1, 3, 4 3, 4
Run 6 2 2, 3, 7 2, 7 2 1, 3, 4 3, 4, 6
Run 7 1, 2, 7 3 2 1, 2 1, 3, 4, 6 2, 3, 4
Run 8 2 2, 3, 7 2 1, 2 3, 4 1, 3, 4
Run 9 2 2, 3, 7 1, 2 1, 2 3, 4, 6 2, 3, 4
Run 10 2 2, 3, 7 2 2 3, 4 2, 3, 4
out of the 10 experiments. For subject 2, the selected bands are 2 for channels 1 and 2 in six runs. In the rest of runs, those
frequency bands are also selected together with other bands such as 1 and 7 for the first and second channels. Finally, for
subject 3 a higher number of bands is selected, but band 3 appears in all runs for the first and second channels and band
4 appears in all runs for the second channel and in 8 runs for the first one.

Next, the evolution of the error corresponding to a single run for all subjects is shown. Figs. 5–7 display a graphical evo-
lution of the classification error on the training, validation, and the test sets for subject 1, 2 and, 3. Let us remember that
training and validation sets are obtained from sessions 1, 2, and 3. The test set is given by session 4. It can be seen that evo-
lution stops when the training error becomes stable, and that corresponds also when the test error becomes stable. Every
iteration in Figs. 5–7 take approximately 3 min (in a computer with a 2.5 GHz CPU and 4 Gb RAM). The computational cost
is high, but the evolution of the filters takes place off-line, and once the filters are available, they can be used in real time
without any additional computational effort. In any case, evolutionary computation techniques can be easily paralelized
and computation effort reduced drastically.

6.4. Comparative analysis

The purpose of this Section is to compare our results with experiments carried out by researchers that participated in the
2005 BCI-III Competition on the same datasets [4].

First, the classification rates obtained by the evolved filters will be compared with the results obtained with the datasets
with precomputed features supplied by the organizers of the competition. Let us remember that the latter dataset was ob-
tained by applying a carefully hand-adjusted surface Laplacian spatial filter and selecting the physiologically appropriate
channels, as explained in Section 6.1. The features obtained by this manually tuned filter were of high quality, as demon-
strated during the competition: the best results were achieved by using these precomputed features rather than the raw sig-
nal dataset [4].4

Table 4 compares classification rates for test sets (session 4 for each subject) when datasets are filtered by the evolved
filters (from the raw dataset) and when the precomputed features dataset is used. In both cases, SVM was applied to the
filtered datasets (training was carried out with session 1, 2, and 3 and testing with session 4, for each subject). Given that
the number of frequency-bands selected by the evolved filters is very small, we have also applied a WEKA attribute selection
algorithm to the precomputed features dataset [12]. Different algorithms were tested and showed similar results. The
4 See http://www.bbci.de/competition/iii/results/index.html#martigny. The first 8 best results used the precomputed features (column marked with
PSD = Y). The best result obtained directly from the raw data comes only at 9th place (PSD = N).
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Fig. 5. Evolution of training, validation, and test classification error for subject 1.
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Fig. 6. Evolution of training, validation, and test classification error for subject 2.
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Fig. 7. Evolution of training, validation, and test classification error for subject 3.
selected algorithm (Best First Search + Correlation-based Feature Selection or CFS [13]) searches in the space of subsets of
attributes. The algorithm prefers subsets of attributes that correlate well with the class but are not correlated among them-
selves (the algorithm penalizes redundant attributes). In summary, a best-first search is performed on the space of subsets of
attributes so that a small set of non-redundant, highly correlated to class subset is computed [13].

We have also included in the table the success classification rate for session 4 obtained when only the spatial filter is
evolved. That is, the system evolves only the spatial filter and all frequency bands [8–10] Hz, [10–12] Hz, . . ., [28–30] Hz,
[30–32] Hz are used to build up the classifier. In this case, only the spatial filter is coded in the chromosome and the fitness
function does not include the number of bands term, as it is shown in following equation
fitnessðSÞ ¼ MSEFD ð13Þ
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Table 4
Comparison between the median classification success rate for session 4 using precomputed features data (with and without attribute selection) and raw data
filtered by the evolved filters (with and without frequency-band selection).

Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3

SVM with precomputed features (all frequency-bands) 72.71 60.71 50.14
SVM with evolved spatial filter (all frequency-bands) 75.87 68.97 60.02
SVM with precomputed features + attribute selection. 75.25 65.29 48.42
Number of frequency-bands selected 7 2 3
SVM with evolved spatial + frequency-selection filters. 78.14 71.33 59.07
Number of frequency-bands selected 4 2 5

Table 5
Competition success rate classification (percent, session 4).

Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3

SVM with evolved filters (raw data) 80.0 (1.17) 74.14 (1.09) 60.49 (1.94)
BCI III competition winner (precomputed features) 79.60 70.31 56.02
Best BCI III competition result on raw data 74.31 62.32 51.99
The main result is that the evolved filters (rows 2 and 4) obtain a higher success rate than the precomputed dataset (row
1). This is true both when only the spatial filter is evolved (row 2) and when the spatial and frequency-selection filters are
evolved (row 4). Comparing the results when all frequencies bands are used (rows 1 and 2), the success classification rate is
better when the evolutionary system is used (row 2). The improvement is very large (P8%) for subjects 2 and 3. According to
a Wilcoxon test, all differences are statistically significant at a = 0.05.

Also, it can be seen that results tend to improve when a selection of attributes is carried out, at least, for subjects 1 and 2
(see rows 3 and 4 for the precomputed dataset and the evolved-filters dataset, respectively). This improvement is higher
when the evolutionary system finds the most relevant frequency bands (row 4) than when attribute selection is used on
the precomputed dataset (row 3). This is true for all subjects. For subject 1, the improvement is around 3%. For subjects 2
and 3 the improvement is higher than 5%. All differences are also significant in this case.

Comparing the results when both filters are evolved (row 4) and when only the spatial filter is evolved (row 2), it is ob-
served that the selection of some frequency bands (instead of using all the 24 bands) can help to improve the performance of
classifiers for subjects 1 and 2. Results for subject 3 are slightly worse (only 1.08% less accurate). Observed differences are
statistically significant. Additionally, the frequency band selection filters provide information about which are the most rel-
evant bands for every subject, as we have seen in the previous subsection.

We will now show that our results are also competitive with those obtained in the BCI-III Competition by other research-
ers. One of the requirement of the competition was to get a response every 0.5 s. Given that input vectors were computed 16
times per second (i.e. 8 times every half a second), it is necessary to use 8 consecutive samples to compute a response every
0.5 s. In order to do this, our system calculates the predictions for each one of the 8 consecutive samples and returns the
majority class. This process tends to improve results because mistakes in some of the predictions are removed by taking
the majority class.

Table 5 displays these results. The first row shows the evolved filters results in terms of median and interquartile range
(when both the spatial and frequency selection filters are evolved). The second row corresponds to the winner of the com-
petition, who used the precomputed dataset provided by the organizers. The classification algorithm has been described in
[11]: it used a multi-class generalization of the Fisher Discriminant for feature reduction and a statistical distance-based
algorithm for classification. Most importantly, [11] included a transition detector between mental states. This helped the
authors to increase classification rates considerably because by identifying when the mental task has changed from thought
A to thought B, it is possible to transform a n-class classification problem into a (n � 1)-class problem. This is because after
the thought transition, thought A can be removed from the set of possible classes, therefore reducing uncertainty about the
correct class.

The third row shows the results obtained by Shiliang Sun in the competition [32]. These results are relevant because they
used the raw EEG data (similarly to our evolving filters approach), instead of the precomputed data. They applied a multi-
class Common Spatial Patterns filter for preprocessing and a SVM for classification.

According to Table 5, the evolved filters are competitive with the winner of the competition (who used high quality pre-
computed data). This is remarkable, given that it also used a mental task transition detector in addition to preprocessing and
classification algorithms. Also, evolved filters perform better than the best competition approach that worked on raw data.
Differences are statistically significant for subjects 2 and 3 but not for subject 1.

7. Conclusions

Given the acknowledged importance of preprocessing in brain–computer interfaces, this work has presented an evolu-
tionary approach based on CMA-ES to obtain automatically spatial and frequency selection filters. The aim is to maximize
12



classification accuracy and to minimize the number of frequency-bands used for classification. The system evolves simulta-
neously both kinds of filters which are adapted for each particular subject.

Validation of this automatic evolution of filters has been done using three datasets, corresponding to three different sub-
jects, acquired in the IDIAP Research Institute that had been previously tested in the 2005 BCI-III competition. From the
experiments carried out, we can draw the following conclusions.

First, the frequency bands selected by the evolutionary system are consistent with physiological knowledge, but analysis
has also shown that the system takes advantage of the variability among subjects by selecting the appropriate frequency
bands for each subject. The evolutionary system is able to obtain high classification accuracies with very few frequency
bands. Also, in spite of evolutionary algorithms being stochastic, the set of bands selected for a particular subject is very con-
sistent across runs.

Second, evolved filters are more accurate than those manually tuned. When both spatial and frequency selection filters
are evolved, the results are better than those obtained with the high quality manually filtered datasets, even when a selec-
tion of attributes is made on the latter. Also, although evolutionary algorithms are stochastic, high accuracies are consis-
tently obtained across runs.

Finally, we have also compared our results with the winners of the BCI-III competition and our results are more accurate
than the best competition performer that used the manually filtered data and the best performer that used the raw EEG data.
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